
Field Order Operation Thunder Rider 

 

Situation:  

A) Enemy Forces:  

The Enemy hast two platoons of mechanized 

infantry equipped with 4 BTRs each. There are 

about 58 infantrymen in the school. The enemy is 

not able to reinforce his forces in the AO.  

B) Friendly Forces 

Our platoon consists of 2 IFV Rosomak and 2 IFV 

Puma and one MRAP which contains Platoon Command.  

Our current position is North- West of the 

Northern Airfield in Chernarus  

C) Dropped 

D) Dropped 

Mission:  

Our combined polish and German forces are located in 

the north. There are two villages south that will be 

an aim for the Russian attack. The villages were 

taken by polish infantrymen a few days ago. The 

polish infantryplatoons have not enough 

reinforcements for further defense. That’s why our 

mission is to go south in order to support the 

defenders. We have to defend two friendly villages 

against attacks of expected Russian Mechanized 

infantry.  

Execution:  

Our plan consists of 4 phases.  

PHASE 0: Equipment Appeal and march out 

T+0 Briefing by Platoon CO  

T+9 The vehicles and men are briefed by their NCOs 

T+10 Opening of the Radio Frequencies 

T+15 Mounting the vehicles 

T+18 March out  

 



Phase 1: Defence of first village 

Motorized march to the first village. Alpha moves to 

the village with cover of Bravo, Charlie and Delta.  

Alpha tries to make contact with the polish forces in 

the village.  

After Alpha has linked with the infantry the other 

APCs also move in. The infantry dismounts and the 

units dig in.  

ALPHA and BRAVO: Are securing the parameter to the 

South West 

Charlie secures East 

Delta secures West 

Two Men of Delta move out to secure the northern 

parameter where we came from.  

´ 

Phase 2: Attack on second village 

Motorized March to the next village.  

Delta and Charlie will overwatch while Alpha and 

Bravo will fast approach to the village.  

The Rosomaks have to move fast to the walls and the 

infantry dismounts. The first two infantry groups 

will take the first 2 compounds, whilst the Rosomaks 

move back to the Pumas. Then the Rosomaks will cover 

the Advance of Charlie and Delta.  

Charlie will dismount in the North-Eastern part of 

the village.  

Delta will dismount on the North- Western side of the 

village.  

All groups advance to the school.  

When the enemy is compromised in the school the Pumas 

will advance into the village with the cover of the 

infantry and fight the enemy in the school.  

 

 



Phase 3: Defence of third village 

When the Village is taken Charlie and Delta will 

cover the south 

Alpha will cover to the west 

Bravo will cover to the east.  

A part of Alpha infantry will cover the north where 

we came from  

 

Administration/ Logistics 

A) Enemy POWs will be taken, disarmed, cuffed and 

concealed in a central position. Polish 

Infantrymen of the first village will guard them.  

Casevac is not available. In case of high arise 

of injuries in the platoon the collection of 

wounded will be organized by the Medic of HQ 

Unit.  

B) Logistics 

If needed apply for by platoon CO.  

Command and Signal:  

Unit Unit Intern  Platoon 

HQ 343: CH 5 148: CH 1 

ALPHA 343: CH 1 148: CH 1 

BRAVO 343: CH 2 148: CH 1 

CHARLIE 343: CH 3 148: CH 1 

DELTA 343: CH 4 148: CH 1 

 

IT´s also possible that the German IFV Commanders have squad 

command. If so please tell Platoon CO  

Green Smoke: Friendlies 

Red Smoke:  Enemies 

White Smoke: Cover Only 

 

Chain of Command:  

Platoon CO – Platoon 2nd – Alpha - Bravo- Charlie - 

Delta 


